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Introduction

Ten-dimensional supergravities arise in string theory as low-energy effective theories describing the dynamics of massless string excitations. The universal bosonic sector common
to the type I and type II theories comprises the metric, the dilaton and the Kalb-Ramond
two-form. Recently, string backgrounds have been found, which satisfy a more general set
of field equations called the generalized supergravity equations (GSE), the most prominent
feature of which is the absence of a scalar dilaton. The GSE were found in [1] in the
context of integrable deformations of the AdS5 × S 5 type II superstring sigma model [2–5],
which are closely related to non-Abelian T -duality transformations [6–9].1 Subsequently,
they were derived from the requirement of kappa-symmetry of the Green-Schwarz (GS)
sigma model in superspace [12], correcting the long-standing conjecture or conviction that
on-shell supergravity is not only sufficient [13] but also necessary for invariance under
kappa-symmetry of the GS action. In fact, the result obtained by Tseytlin and Wulff [12]
shows that kappa-symmetry of the GS action requires the background supergravity fields
to satisfy the GSE. This resolves a related puzzle for the deformed sigma model [14].2 The
GSE have also been studied in the context of double field theory [19, 20] and exceptional
field theory [21].
As mentioned above, the main difference between the GSE and ordinary supergravity
is the absence of a scalar dilaton, although on-shell supergravity configurations are special
solutions to the GSE. More precisely, there are two fields, a “dilatino” χα and a vector
1

Precursors to the GSE have appeared earlier in, e.g., [10, 11].
A similar statement holds for BRST invariance of the classical pure spinor superstring [15] invalidating
earlier claims [16] that BRST invariance impies the supergravity constraints, see [17, 18].
2
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1 Introduction

where GIJ is the worldsheet metric, R its Ricci scalar, and Φ the dilaton of the background.
For supergravity backgrounds with non-trivial fermionic components, the situation is a bit
more subtle, because of issues connected to the quantization of the GS superstring [30–
36]. For the heterotic string, for example, it has been shown [37] that the Fradkin-Tseytlin
term cancels the Weyl anomaly under the assumption of a constraint on the fermionic fields,
which was argued to be necessary, because an analogous constraint was used to gauge-fix
the fermions in the semi-light-cone gauge calculation of the one-loop effective action.
In any case, the problem is that, without the dilaton, the Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm
is not available for general solutions of the GSE. This problem has been addressed recently.
In [20], a counterterm has been proposed based on the doubled formalism for the type II
case, which involves the Killing vector in combination with a dual coordinate. Another
proposal was made in [38] for the bosonic string. (It should also work for purely bosonic
GSE solutions.)
The purpose of this paper is to construct a generalized Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm,
which renders the GS superstring Weyl invariant. For simplicity, only the type I case will be
considered. We will use old results [31, 32, 37] for the divergent one-loop effective action
of the GS string to obtain the beta function and the Weyl anomaly, if no counterterm
is included. The inspiration for the form of the counterterm comes from the calculation
in [38] for the bosonic string as well as the geometry of superspace, which treats curvature
and torsion on equal footing. Indeed, the counterterm we find involves the worldsheet
torsion for a connection with vanishing curvature. Therefore, it cannot be expressed in
terms of the metric and its derivatives, but it is nevertheless a covariant expression, both
under diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz transformations. Another issue we address is the
geometric interpretation of the vector Xa . A natural candidate for it is the torsion vector,
Ta = Tba b , but this interpretation is not evident in the solution of [12], in which the bosonic
torsion was set to zero. The interpretation of the three-form Habc as a torsion goes back to
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Xa which, in the special case of supergravity, are given by χα = ∇α Φ and Xa = ∇a Φ,
respectively. These fields are common to both, the type I and type II, cases. The type II
equations involve, in addition, a Killing vector Ka , which, combined with a Killing spinor
superfield, generates a superisometry [12].
This state of affairs raises an important question as to the consistency of string theory
on such generalized supergravity backgrounds. It was argued in [1] that the GSE are
the conditions for scale invariance of the sigma model, while Weyl invariance requires the
stronger supergravity equations. This statement, however, is at odds with expectations
from sigma model anomalies [22] and from the fact that GSE solutions can be related by
T -dualities to a solution of standard supergravity [23]. The consistency of a sigma model
is tied to the vanishing ot the Weyl anomaly, which in turn is related to the beta functions
of the background fields [24]. For (super)strings in a (NS-NS) background satisfying the
supergravity equations, Weyl invariance is achieved by the addition of the Fradkin-Tseytlin
counterterm [25] (see also [26–29])
Z
√
1
SFT =
d2 ξ −GRΦ ,
(1.1)
4π

2

Generalized supergravity equations from kappa-symmetry

2.1

Superspace Bianchi identities and kappa-symmetry

In this section, we shall obtain the generalized supergravity equations. We closely follow
the calculation by Tseytlin and Wulff [12] and adopt also their notation. We will slightly
deviate from them at the dimension 1 Bianchi identities by not constraining the bosonic
torsion components to vanish.
In superspace, the torsion and curvature two-forms are defined by
T A ≡ ∇E A = dE A + E B ∧ ΩB A ,

RB A = dΩB A + ΩB C ∧ ΩC A .

(2.1)

They satisfy the Bianchi identities
∇T A = E B ∧ RB A ,

∇RB A = 0 ,

(2.2)

or, in components,
∇[A TBC] D + T[AB E T|E|C] D = R[ABC] D ,
∇[A RBC]D E + T[AB F R|F |C]D E = 0 .

(2.3)
(2.4)

The brackets denote graded commutation and include the normalization factor. We shall
refer to (2.3) and (2.4) as the torsion Bianchi identity (TBI) and curvature Bianchi identity
(RBI), respectively.
3

The dilaton has also been associated with non-metricity [41–43], but one can expect, as metric affine
gravity [44, 45] suggests, that non-metricity can be traded with torsion.
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the classic work by Scherk and Schwarz [39], and similar ideas have been put forward for
the dilaton [40].3 Therefore, we revisit the calculation by Tseytlin and Wulff for the type I
case generalizing their solution to allow for arbitrary (bosonic) torsion and suggesting that
one may uplift Xa and χα to the torsion supervector. Our solution is also useful in another
respect. A common convention in the supergravity literature, and also in the papers on the
superstring one-loop effective action, is a torsion constraint, in which the bosonic torsion
is determined by the three-form. Our more general form of the GSE allows to translate
between the different torsion constraints and makes the old results readily accessible.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we revisit the calculation by
Tseytlin and Wulff and present the GSE in three distinct forms, the general case, the case
with vanishing torsion, and the case of the standard supergravity torsion constraint. In
section 3, we consider the Weyl anomaly arising from the divergent one-loop effective action
in the supergravity sector. Based on the GSE, we will construct a local expression in terms
of Xa and χα , which is equivalent to the Weyl anomaly modulo the classical field equations
of the GS string. Then, we will write down the generalized Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm.
Section 4 contains the conclusions, and the conventions for the gamma matrices are included
in an appendix.

It is a classical result [46] that all curvature components are determined by the TBI in
terms of the torsion and its covariant derivatives, because the curvature is a structure-group
valued two-form,
1
1
Rα β = − Rab (γ ab )β α = Rab (γ ab )α β .
4
4

Rα a = 0 = Ra α ,

(2.5)

The RBI is then implied by virtue of the supergravity closure relations.
The Bianchi identity for the three-form H (HBI) reads, in components,
(2.6)

The strategy of Tseytlin and Wulff, which we follow, is to consider the superstring in
the GS formalism as an embedding of the string worldsheet in superspace (for a review
on superembeddings, see [47]). To remove spurious fermionic degrees of freedom, the
superstring action must be invariant under kappa-symmetry transformations [48]. This
constrains the background fields of dimension − 12 and 0 to be [12]
Hαβγ = 0

(2.7)

and
Tαβ a = −i(γ a )αβ .

Haαβ = −i(γa )αβ ,

(2.8)

In order to obtain the remaining components, one must solve the superspace Bianchi identities, which we will do next.
2.2

Solution of the Bianchi identities

The dimension zero HBI is implied by the Fierz identity (A.3).
Dimension

1
.
2

The HBI and TBI, respectively, give rise to

(γ b )(αβ Tγ)ab + Hγ)ab + (γa )δ(α Tβγ) δ = 0 ,

(2.9)

(γ b )(αβ Tγ)b a − (γ a )δ(α Tβγ) δ = 0 .

(2.10)

Adding these two equations yields

(γ b )(αβ Hγ)ab + 2Tγ)(ab) = 0 .

(2.11)

One may adapt the frames and spin connections such that [12]
Tα[bc] = 0 ,
Under these conditions, the dimension
Hαab = 0 ,

Tαa b = 0 ,

1
2

(γ b )αβ Tβba = 0 .

(2.12)

equations are solved by
γ
Tαβ γ = 2δ(α
χβ) − (γ a )αβ (γa χ)γ ,

(2.13)

where χα is an arbitrary (anti-commuting) spinor superfield. We note that it is the trace
of the fermionic torsion,
TAα A = Tβα β = 7χα .
(2.14)
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3
∇[A HBCD] + T[AB E H|E|CD] = 0 .
2

Dimension 1.

Here, we depart from [12]. The HBI reads
(γ c )αβ (Tabc + Habc ) − 2(γb )γ(α Tβ)a γ + 2(γa )γ(α Tβ)b γ = 0 ,

(2.15)

while the TBI gives the two equations
Rαβab = −i(γ c )αβ Tcab − 2i(γb )γ(α T|a|β) γ ,
R(αβγ) δ = ∇(α Tβγ) δ + T(αβ  T||γ) δ + T(αβ e T|e|γ) δ .

(2.16)
(2.17)

1
Taα β = Ya δαβ + Zabc (γ bc )α β + Zabcde (γ bcde )α β ,
(2.18)
4
with Zabc = Za[bc] and Zabcde = Za[bcde] . Substituting (2.18) into (2.15) and projecting
the resulting expression onto the basis matrices symmetric in αβ yields, from the (γ a )αβ
component,
Tabc = −Habc + 2Z[ab]c − 4Y[a ηb]c .
(2.19)
The (γ abcde )αβ component yields, after some work,
Zabcde = 0 .

(2.20)

Inserting these results into (2.16), one finds a term containing Ya , which is not antisymmetric in ab. Therefore, we must conclude that
Ya = 0 .

(2.21)

In summary, (2.15) and (2.16) are solved by
1
Taα β = Zabc (γ bc )α β ,
4
Tabc = −Habc + 2Z[ab]c ,
Rαβab = i(γ c )αβ (Hcab − Zcab ) .

(2.22)
(2.23)
(2.24)

Furthermore, one can use the index symmetries in (2.23) to show that
1
Zabc = Habc + Kabc ,
2

(2.25)

where

1
(Tabc − Tbca + Tcab )
(2.26)
2
is the contortion tensor. Hence, the arbitrariness of Zabc simply reflects the freedom to
choose the bosonic connection.
We now turn to (2.17). After substituting the previous results one finds that all the
terms with Zabc cancel, so that the solution remains that of [12],
Kabc = Ka[bc] =

∇α χ β = χ α χ β −

i abc
i
(γ )αβ Habc + (γ a )αβ Xa .
24
2

The vector Xa is arbitrary.
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For the calculations, it is important to remember that the two-form Rab is antisymmetric
and that the left hand sides of (2.16) and (2.17) are related by the SO(1, 9) structure
relation (2.5). We start by expanding Taα β into a basis of gamma-matrices,

Dimension 32 .

The dimension- 32 component of the HBI is
∇α Habc = 3i(γ[a ψbc] )α ,

α = T α is the gravitino field strength. The two TBIs of dimension
where ψab
ab

(2.28)
3
2

are

2Rα[ab]c = ∇α Tabc − i(γc ψab )α ,

(2.29)

2Ra(αβ) γ = ∇a Tαβ γ + 2∇(α Tβ)a γ + Tαβ b Tba γ + Tαβ δ Tδa γ + 2Ta(α δ Tβ)δ γ .

(2.30)

Using the identity
(2.31)

and the previous results, one obtains from (2.29)
Rαabc = ∇α Zabc − 2i(γ[b ψc]a )α .

(2.32)

From (2.30), after using (2.5) and (2.32), one finds after some work
1
i
∇a χα = − Zabc (γ bc χ)α + (γ b ψab )α .
4
2
Dimension 2.

(2.33)

The dimension-2 component of the HBI yields
3
∇[a Hbcd] = H[ab e Hcd]e − 3Z[ab e Hcd]e ,
2

(2.34)

whereas the TBI contains two components of dimension 2,
R[abc]d = ∇[a Tbc]d + T[ab e T|e|c]d ,

(2.35)

Rabα β = ∇α Tab β + 2∇[a Tb]α β + Tab c Tcα β + Tab γ Tγα β + 2Tα[a γ T|γ|b] β .

(2.36)

Eq. (2.35) is just the usual bosonic torsion Bianchi identity. It becomes straightforwardly
R[abc]d = −∇[a Hbc]d + 2∇[a Zbc]d + H[ab e Hc]de − 2Z[ab e Hc]de

(2.37)

− H[ab e Z|e|c]d − H[ab e Zc]de + 2Z[ab e Z|e|c]d + 2Z[ab e Zc]de .
Obviously, Ra[bcd] is determined by the identity
Ra[bcd] = 2R[abcd] + R[bcd]a .

(2.38)

Eq. (2.36) yields the spinor derivative of the gravitino field strength, 4
β
β
∇α ψab
= χα ψab
+ δαβ (χψab ) − (χγ c )β (γc ψab )α
(2.39)

1
+ (γ cd )β α 2∇[a Zb]cd − Rabcd − Hab e Zecd + 2Z[ab] e Zecd − 2Zace Zbd e .
4

Dimension 5/2.

The remaining TBI yields
1
α
α
α
∇[a ψbc]
= −H[ab d ψc]d
+ 2Z[ab d ψc]d
− (γ de ψ[ab )α Zc]de .
4

4

An alternative interpretation is that (2.36) determines the curvature components Rabcd [46].
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Rαbcd = Rα[bc]d + Rα[db]c − Rα[cd]b

2.3

Closure of supersymmetry

Having solved the TBI and HBI, we need to impose the closure of supersymmetry. This
leads us to the generalized supergravity field equations.
Let us start with the Ricci identity
2∇(α ∇β) χγ + Tαβ δ ∇δ χγ + Tαβ a ∇a χγ + Rαβγ δ χδ = 0 .

(2.41)

2∇[a ∇α] χβ + Taα γ ∇γ χβ + Taα b ∇b χβ + Raαβ γ χγ = 0 .

(2.43)

After a bit of algebra, this becomes

(γ b )αβ 2∇a Xb − 2χψab + 2Zabc X c + Rab + ∇a Zb

− ∇c Zab c − Hac d Zdb c − Zca d Zdb c − Zabc Z c

1
1
− (γ bcd )αβ
∇a Hbcd − ∇a Zbcd + ∇b Zacd + Rabcd
2
3
e

e

e

e

+ Zabe Hcd + Hab Zecd − Zab Zecd + Zba Zecd + 2Zace Zbd

e


=0.

(2.44)

Here, we have defined
Za = Zba b ,

(2.45)

which equals the torsion vector, because of (2.25) and (2.26),
Ta = Tba b = Za .

(2.46)

The antisymmetric part in (2.44), which comprises the terms on the third and fourth
lines, vanishes identically by (2.38) and (2.37). The remaining stuff yields the field equation
Rab −2χψab +2∇a Xb +2Zabc X c +∇a Zb −∇c Zab c −Hac d Zdb c −Zca d Zdb c +Zabc Z c = 0 . (2.47)
Combining its antisymmetric part with (2.37) and using the identity
3
R[ab] = Rc[ab] c = R[cab] c
2
leads to
1
1
1
∇[a Xb] + Z[ab]c X c + Zd[a c Hb]c d − ∇c Hab c + Habc Z c = χψab .
2
4
4
Finally, consider the Ricci identity
2∇(α ∇β) Xa + Tαβ δ ∇δ Xa + Tαβ b ∇b Xa + Rαβa b Xb = 0 .
Using the previous results and quite a bit more of patience, one finds
1
i
∇a X a − 2Xa X a − Za X a + Habc H abc = Habc (χγ abc χ) + (χγ ab ψab ) .
12
3
This completes the closure relations.
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After inserting the solutions of the Bianchi identities, using the Fierz identity and a bit of
patience, one finds
1
i
∇α Xa = (γa γ b χ)α Xb + (γa γ bcd χ)α Hbcd − (γa bc ψbc )α .
(2.42)
12
4
Notice again that terms with Zabc have cancelled, and the result is identical to that of [12].
The next identity we consider is

2.4

Other forms of the field equations

¯ a Xb − Kab c Xc ,
∇a X b = ∇
¯ a χα − 1 Kabc (γ bc χ)α ,
∇a χ α = ∇
4
¯ [a Kb]cd + 2K[a|c| e Kb]de .
Rabcd = R̄abcd + 2∇

(2.52)
(2.53)
(2.54)

Eliminating also Zabc by (2.25), the equations (2.34) and (2.37) reduce to the usual bosonic
Bianchi identities
¯ [a Hbcd] = 0 ,
∇
R̄[abc]d = 0 ,
(2.55)
respectively, while (2.47), (2.49) and (2.51) become
¯ (a Xb) − 1 Ha cd Hbcd = 0 ,
R̄ab + 2∇
4
1 ¯c
1
¯
∇[a Xb] − ∇ Habc + Habc X c = χψab ,
4
2
1
¯ a X a − 2Xa X a + H abc Habc = i Habc χγ abc χ + χγ ab ψab .
∇
12
3

(2.56)
(2.57)
(2.58)

Moreover, (2.33), (2.39) and (2.40) give rise to
¯ a χα = − 1 Habc (γ bc χ)α − i (γ b ψab )α ,
∇
8
2
β
β
β
∇α ψab = χα ψab + δα (χψab ) − (χγ c )β (γc ψab )α


1 cd β
1
e
¯
+ (γ ) α ∇[a Hb]cd − R̄abcd − Hac Hbde ,
4
2
1
¯ [a ψ α = − (γ de ψ[ab )α Hc]de .
∇
bc]
8

(2.59)

(2.60)
(2.61)

Eqs. (2.55)–(2.61) are, of course, just the field equations obtained in [12]. The contortion
tensor has dropped out everywhere, which could have been anticipated from the fact that
setting Kabc = 0 is a gauge choice.
In most of the older literature [49, 50], in particular in the papers on the quantization
of the GS superstring [31–33, 35, 37], which we wish to use to discuss the Weyl anomaly
cancellation, a torsion constraint is adopted that corresponds to the gauge choice Zabc = 0
in our notation. We will use the symbol “˚“ to distinguish this choice from the general
˚ a has a totally antisymmetric
case. As is evident from (2.23), the bosonic connection ∇
torsion,
T̊abc = −Habc .
(2.62)
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Compared to [12], our field equations allow for an arbitrary bosonic torsion. It is contained
in the tensor Zabc , which has the same index structure as the contortion tensor. This
means that our equations represent the GSE for an arbitrary choice of bosonic connections.
Vice versa, this freedom can be used to relate our equations to various choices of torsion
constraints that have been used in the literature.
We recall that the contortion tensor (2.26) can be used to express the bosonic connec¯ a ) and the
tion and curvature in terms of the unique bosonic (torsion-free) connection ( ∇
Riemann curvature tensor (R̄abcd ). This is achieved by the relations

The generalized supergravity equations take the form
˚ [a Hbcd] = 3 H[ab e Hcd]e ,
∇
2
˚ [a Hbc]d + H[ab e Hc]de ,
R̊[abc]d = −∇

(2.63)
1˚
c
R̊[ab] = − ∇
c Hab , (2.64)
2
(2.65)

bc]

c]d

Yet a diffent torsion constraint was adopted in [51, 52] by imposing Rαβ = Rγαβ γ = 0.
In our notation, this would correspond to Zabc = Tabc = Habc . We will not give the details
for this choice, as we will not need them.
The interpretation of the three-form as a torsion goes back to the classic work by Scherk
and Schwarz [39]. It is, however, evident that the torsion tensor Tabc has enough degrees
of freedom to accomodate not only Habc , but also Xa . Indeed, the torsion vector Ta = Za
is really its natural place. Therefore, in our opinion, a torsion constraint that relates
the antisymmetric part of the torsion to Habc and the torsion vector to Xa is preferrable,
because it gives them a precise geometric meaning. In the supergravity case, such a choice
was advocated, e.g., in [40]. For example, one could use the constraint
1
Rγαβ γ − ∇A Tαβ A = 0 .
2

(2.70)

This would imply
Za = 7Xa ,

Z[abc] = Habc ,

(2.71)

while one can set all the remaining components of Tabc to zero. Then, with (2.14) and (2.46),
the supertorsion vector is simply TA = 7(Xa , χα ).5

3

Generalized Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm

In this section, we will construct the generalized Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm, which
renders the superstring sigma model Weyl invariant at the one-loop level in the supergravity
sector. We recall that the one-loop terms from the gauge sector of the heterotic string are
of the same degree in α0 as two-loop supergravity terms [33].
5

It is tempting to try to uplift some of the field equations into superspace as a “superspace Bianchi
identity” for the torsion supervector, as was done in section 4 of [12] for the type-IIB case. Although this
works for the αβ and αa components, we were not able to incorporate the ab components, because the type
I equations are different from type II case.
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˚ a Xb = 2χψab ,
R̊ab + 2∇
˚ a X a − 2Xa X a + 1 Habc H abc = i Habc (χγ abc χ) + (χγ ab ψab ) ,
∇
(2.66)
12
3
˚ a χα = i (γ b ψab )α ,
∇
(2.67)
2
˚ α ψ β = χα ψ β + δαβ (χψab ) − (χγ c )β (γc ψab )α − 1 R̊abcd (γ cd )β α ,
∇
ab
ab
4
(2.68)
˚ [a ψ α = −H[ab d ψ α .
∇
(2.69)

We start with the classical action in superspace
Z
h
i
√
1
2
IJ
M
a
N
b
IJ
M
N
S=−
d
ξ
−G
G
η
(∂
z
)E
(∂
z
)E
−

(∂
z
)(∂
z
)B
M
J
N
I
J
NM ,
ab I
4πα0
(3.1)
I
where ξ (I, J = 0, 1) are the worldsheet coordinates. We treat GIJ as an independent
worldsheet metric that will be fixed later, by its field equation and exploiting the Weyl
symmetry of the action (3.1), to the induced metric
GIJ = EI a EJ b ηab ,

EI A = (∂I z M )EM A ,

(3.2)

where
DI EJa = ∂I EJa − Γ̄K IJ EKa + (∂I z M )ΩM a b EJb ,

(3.4)

with Γ̄K IJ being the Christoffel symbols (torsion-free connection) on the world sheet, and
ΩM a b the superspace spin connections. Furthermore, Γ denotes the matrix
1
Γ = IJ EI a EJ b γab .
2

(3.5)

The action is evidently invariant under the κ-symmetry transformations
δz M EM a = 0 ,

1
δz M EM α = κβ (1 + Γ)β α .
2

The remaining field variations in (3.3) yield the classical field equations


1
GIJ D̄I EJa − IJ Habc EI b EJ c + i(γa )αβ EI α EJ β = 0 ,
2
(1 − Γ)α β GIJ EJ a (γa )βγ EI γ = 0 .

(3.6)

(3.7)
(3.8)

In (3.7), we have absorbed the torsion term into the covariant derivative using
DI EJa − EI c EJ b Ta(bc) = D̄I EJa ,

(3.9)

D̄I EJa = ∂I EJa − Γ̄K IJ EKa + (∂I z M )Ω̄M a b EJb

(3.10)

where
contains the (unique) torsion-free spin connection in the bosonic components of Ω̄M a b .
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where z M = (xm , θµ ) are the superspace coordinates. Morever, IJ denotes the covariant
epsilon tensor.
Assuming that the background satisfies the generalized supergravity equations derived
in the previous section, the variation of the action (3.1) under variations of z M (ξ) is found as

Z
√
1
2
δS =
d ξ −G −iδz M EM α (1 − Γ)α β GIJ EJ a (γa )βγ EI γ
(3.3)
2πα0



M
a
+ δz EM GIJ DI EJa − EI c EJ b Ta(bc)

 
1
− IJ Habc EI b EJ c + i(γa )αβ EI α EJ β
,
2

The Weyl anomaly of the supersymmetric sigma model is proportional to the beta
functions for the metric and B-field, which can be read off from the divergent terms of the
one-loop effective action [31]. It is given by


1
T II =
GIJ + IJ EI a EJ b R̊ab + EI a EJ α R̊αa ,
(3.11)
2

Using (3.7) and the GSE for the background fields, we get



1
1
cd
IJ
a
IJ
a
b
¯ I G EJ Xa = G EJ EI − R̄ab + Ha Hbcd
∇
2
8


1
IJ
α
b
+ G EI EJ − R̄αb + (γa Ξ)α
2

1 IJ  b c
+ 
EI EJ Habc + i(γa )αβ EI α EJ β X a ,
2

(3.13)

where we have introduced
Ξα = (γ a χ)α Xa +

1 abc α
i
(γ χ) Habc − (γ ab ψab )α .
12
4

(3.14)

Similarly, one has



1
IJ
a
IJ
a
b
α
c
¯
∇I  EJ Xa =  EJ EI ∇b Xa + EI ∇α Xa + T[ba]c X
2
i
+ IJ (γa )αβ EI α EJ β X a
2


1
IJ
a
b 1¯
c
c
=  EI EJ
∇c Hab − Habc X + χψab
(3.15)
4
2


1
i
+ IJ EJ a EI α − R̄αa + (γa Ξ)α + IJ (γa )αβ EI α EJ β X a .
2
2
and

¯ I IJ EJ α χα = IJ
∇



a

α

EI EJ ∇ a χ α + EJ

β

1
EI ∇α χβ + EJ A EI B TBA α χα
2
α





1
= − IJ −EJ a EI α R̄αa + EI a EJ b χψab + i(γa )αβ EI α EJ β X a . (3.16)
2
Now, one can combine (3.13), (3.15) and (3.16) into

¯ I GIJ EJ a Xa + IJ EJ a Xa + 2IJ EJ α χα
∇


1
= − GIJ + IJ EI a EJ b R̊ab + EI a EJ α R̊αa ,
2
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where we have retained the torsion constraint Zabc = 0 that was used in the original paper.
In order to construct a suitable counterterm, our first aim is to find an expression,
which is equivalent to the right hand side of (3.11) modulo the classical field equations (3.7)
and (3.8). Consider

¯ I GIJ EJ a Xa = GIJ (D̄I EJ a )Xa + GIJ EJ a (EI b ∇
¯ b X a + EI α ∇
¯ α Xa ) .
∇
(3.12)

where the terms containing Ξα have cancelled by virtue of the fermionic field equation (3.8).
Moreover, we have translated the curvatures to the torsion constraint Zabc = 0, which
readily exposes the Weyl anomaly (3.11) on the right-hand side of (3.17).
The generalized Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm we are looking for must be such that
its classical contribution to the trace of the worldsheet stress-energy tensor equals the left
hand side of (3.17), cancelling the one-loop Weyl anomaly. For this purpose, we need to
discuss some aspects of torsion in two dimensions. In 2-d, the torsion tensor has only two
indepenent components, which are the components of the torsion vector. Therefore, the
contortion tensor (2.26) is of the general form
(3.18)

Furthermore, the general curvature is related to the Riemann curvature tensor by [cf. (2.54)]


¯ I TK − TI TK GJL − ∇
¯ I TL − TI TL GJK
RIJKL = R̄IJKL + ∇
(3.19)


¯
¯
+ ∇J TL − TJ TL GIK − ∇J TK − TJ TK GIL + (GIK GJL − GJK GIL ) TM T M .
Taking the trace of (3.19), one finds
¯ KT K ,
RIJ = R̄IJ − GIJ ∇

¯ IT I .
R = R̄ − 2∇

(3.20)

Therefore, if we adopt a curvature-free connection Ω̃I J , then
¯ K T̃ K ,
R̄IJ = GIJ ∇

R̃IJKL = 0 :

¯ I T̃ I .
R̄ = 2∇

(3.21)

Furthermore, we know that
1
R̄IJKL = (GIL GJK − GIL GJK )R̄ .
2

(3.22)

Substituting (3.22) into (3.19) and setting the left-hand side to zero shows that T̃I must
satisfy
¯ I T̃J − T̃I T̃J = ΛGIJ
∇
(3.23)
for some Λ. Clearly, this implies
¯ [I T̃J] = 0 .
∇

(3.24)

The simplest representative of a torsion-free connection is obtained, of course, for
vanishing spin connections. In this case, one has
1
T̃I = − eI i ∂J (eei J )
e

(ΩIij = 0) ,

(3.25)

with the zweibein eI i , inverse zweibein ei I , and e = det(eI i ). It is interesting to note that
this expression coincides with the construction of the counterterm in [38]. Indeed, if we
denote by Ω̄I ij the unique torsion-free spin connection, then we easily verify that
1
Ω̄i ij = ei I Ω̄I ij = ∂I (eejI ) .
e
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KIJK = GIK TJ − GIJ TK .

Clearly, a definition in terms of the spin connection is not covariant under local Lorentz
frame rotations. By the same token, defining T̃I by (3.25) would make it covariant only
under global Lorentz frame rotations, not under local ones. However, this is not what we
have in mind. We define T̃I as the torsion vector for an arbitrary curvature-free connection.
Therefore, it transforms covariantly under diffeomorphisms and is actually invariant under
local Lorentz frame rotations.6
We can now write down the generalized Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm. Defining
Z

1
Sc = −
d2 ξ eT̃I GIJ EJ A ΦA + IJ EJ A ΨA
(3.27)
2π

ΦA = (Xa , 0) ,

ΨA = (Xa , 2χα )

(3.29)

the counterterm cancels the one-loop Weyl anomaly.
The counterterm (3.27) cannot be written as a local functional of the worldsheet metric and its derivatives. One can see this as follows.7 Eq. (3.24) implies that T̃I can be
¯ I ω. This scalar, because of (3.21),
locally written as the gradient of some scalar, T̃I = ∇
must satisfy
¯ 2ω ,
R̄ = 2∇
(3.30)
so that T̃I is non-local in the metric. We will comment on this fact in the conclusions.
It is instructive to consider the supergravity case, for which Xa = ∇a Φ and χα = ∇α Φ,
with Φ being the dilaton. In this case, the counterterm (3.28) can be written as
Z


1
Sc = −
d2 ξ eT̃I (GIJ + IJ )∂J Φ − (GIJ − IJ )EJ α ∇α Φ .
2π
Integrating by parts the term with ∂J Φ and using (3.21) and (3.24), one finds
Z
h
i
1
Sc =
d2 ξ e R̄Φ + 2T̃I (GIJ − IJ )EJ α ∇α Φ .
4π
The first term in the brackets is the Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm. The remaining
term vanishes identically, if one imposes an additional constraint on the fermionic background [37].8 This constraint was motivated with the argument that the one-loop effective
action was calculated in a semi-light-cone gauge, in which the constraint represents the
gauge fixing for the fermionic fluctuations. Accordingly, the same constraint should be
used for the background. Our results show that this artifact disappears for the generalized
Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm.
6

Remember that the spin connection changes under local Lorentz frame rotations. This does not affect
the property of vanishing curvature.
7
I thank A. Tseytlin for this elegant derivation.
8
Cf. (5.6) of [37]. The apparent difference in the sign of the term with the epsilon tensor can be traced
back to the same difference between their (4.2) and our (3.1).
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with two supervectors ΦA and ΨA , the worldsheet stress-energy tensor receives a
contribution

2π I δSc
¯ I GIJ EJ A ΦA + IJ EJ A ΨA .
T II c =
ei
=∇
(3.28)
I
e
δei
Therefore, from (3.17) and (3.11) we see that for

4

Conclusions

Despite the formal cancellation of the Weyl anomaly, the counterterm has to be taken
with a grain of salt. A hint that something is amiss comes from the fact that the counterterm cannot be written as a local functional of the worldsheet metric. In fact, the torsion
vector introduces a new degree of freedom. In our treatment, which takes the zweibein and
the spin connection as independent variables, this new field is the spin connection, which is
necessary to retain covariance under local Lorentz frame rotations. The spin connection is
taken to be invariant under Weyl transformations, otherwise the restriction to a curvaturefree connection would not make sense.9 The field equation of the spin connection, however,
would impose an equation, which is not implied by the GSE and the classical string field
equations. Moreover, the same field equation would render the Ward identity for local
Lorentz frame rotations anomalous. Therefore, one ends up in the strange situation of a
field, for which one cannot impose its field equation. An alternative viewpoint on torsion
is to take the metric and the contortion tensor as independent variables. In this approach,
the torsion vector could be taken as invariant under Weyl transformations, but then our
counterterm would not at all cancel the trace anomaly. However, as mentioned above,
with such transformation properties one cannot impose a curvature-free connection, because the curvature would not be Weyl invariant. A formally simple way of obtaining a
local counterterm is to introduce the scalar field ω, set T̃I = ∂I ω in (3.27) and impose the
relation (3.30) by means of a Lagrange multiplier field. For consistency, ω transforms by
a shift under Weyl transformations,10 while the Lagrange multiplier is invariant. Hence,
the worldsheet stress-energy tensor would not be traceless, but the Ward identity for Weyl
transformations would be maintained by the transformation of ω. In conclusion, none of
the above alternatives is really satisfactory, and it remains unclear whether a general GSE
background can be considered on equal footing with supergravity backgrounds. We suspect
that the problem is related to the fact the GSE are not truely field equations. (There are
more fields than equations). We leave this interesting issue open for debate.
9
10

In two dimensions, a curvature-free spin connection can be locally parameterized by a scalar.
GIJ → e2α GIJ requires ω → ω − α.
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In this paper, we have revisited the recent derivation of the GSE based upon the requirement of invariance of the GS sigma model under kappa-symmetry transformations.
Compared to the solution given by Tseytlin and Wulff, we have allowed for an arbitrary
bosonic torsion, which simply reflects the freedom of choice of the bosonic connections.
Our more general solution is useful for a comparison with other torsion constraints in the
supergravity literature and enables us to interpret the vector Xa as a torsion vector, which
naturally forms a torsion supervector together with the dilatino χα . Our main result is
the construction of the generalized Fradkin-Tseytlin counterterm, which makes the GS
string Weyl invariant at the one-loop level in the supergravity sector. Interestingly, the
new counterterm does not feel the ambiguity of the additional constraint on the fermionic
background fields. This ambiguity was shown to be an artifact of the standard FradkinTseytlin term.
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A

Gamma matrices

We recall the main properties of the γ-matrices, which are needed in the calculations. In
a Weyl representation, the 32 × 32 matrices Γa have the form
!
a )αβ
0
(γ
Γa =
,
(A.1)
(γ a )αβ
0
where the two sets of 16 × 16 matrices satisfy
(γ a )αγ (γ b )γβ + (γ b )αγ (γ a )γβ = 2η ab δβα .

(A.2)

For example, one can take (γ 0 )αβ = δ αβ , (γ 0 )αβ = −δαβ , and, for a > 0, (γ a )αβ = (γ a )αβ ,
the 16 × 16 matrices generating the 9-d Euclidean Clifford algebra. However, the explicit
form is not needed.
The basic Fierz identity is
(γ a )(αβ (γa )γ)δ = 0 .
(A.3)
From (A.3), one easily obtains the further Fierz identities
(γ a )(αβ (γa b1 ...b2n )γ)δ = −2n(γ [b1 )(αβ (γ b2 ...b2n ] )γ)δ ,
(γ a )(αβ (γa b1 ...b2n+1 )γ) δ = −(2n + 1)(γ [b1 )(αβ (γ b2 ...b2n+1 ] )γ) δ .

(A.4)
(A.5)

(γ a )αβ and (γ abcde )αβ are symmetric, (γ abc )αβ anti-symmetric. Together, they form a basis
of 16 × 16 matrices. This basis is over-complete, because the matrices γ abcde are self-dual.
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The debut of the torsion (super)vector raises the interesting possibility to reformulate
(generalized) supergravity entirely in terms of curvature and torsion. Also, it is not clear
whether or not the GSE may be obtained from an action principle. One should not expect
that the GSE correspond to some kind of simple torsion gravity. It is well known that all
gravitational actions containing terms with up to two derivatives (i.e., linear in curvature,
quadratic in torsion, or with a single derivative of torsion), without matter fields, give
descriptions equivalent to Einstein gravity. A related question is the uplift to superspace.
On the one hand, we have suggested that, with a suitable torsion constraint, Xa and
χα combine into the torsion supervector TA . On the other hand, the structure of the
counterterm suggests that there are two relevant supervectors, e.g., φA and ψA of (3.29).
For simplicity, we have considered here only the type I case. We expect that the
type II cases can be treated in a similar fashion. Moreover, it would be interesting to
investigate how the GSE are affected by α0 corrections, in analogy to the supergravity
equations [53–55], especially in relation to the Bonora-Pasti-Tonin theorem [56, 57].
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